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ZEJTUN, FURNISHED PALAZZO

€ 6,400 Monthly REF NO: 005744

 4 Bedrooms  6 Bathrooms

Opportunity to rent a Magnificent 17th Century PALAZZO meticulously converted to 5-star

hotel standards, offering a beautiful fusion of contemporary and historical features,

including marble floors, traditional flagstone tiles & hand crafted patterned tiles. This

stunning fully furnished property is set on a corner at the very heart of the picturesque

village of Zejtun and enjoys a very welcoming, spacious and bright layout, drawing in much

natural light through tall insulated, tiltable windows. Accommodation takes the form of an

arched entrance hallway, directly onlooking a central courtyard having a fantastic heated

spa pool, surrounded and overlooked by lavish living areas including a beautiful Veneta

Kitchen with casual dining, a very spacious living room with gas fireplace and a guest

bathroom. Further ground level accommodation includes a lovely formal dining room and a

guest toilet. Sleeping quarters are set at first floor level and include 2 lavish double-bedroom

suites with en-suite showers and walk-in wardrobes, a 3rd double-bedroom with en-suite

bath leading onto a terrace, and a 4th bedroom presently including a sofa bed, a study area

and an en-suite bathroom. A panoramic passenger lift runs through the four floors of the

Palazzo, reaching through to the upper roof terraces and the amazing huge underground

arched cellar and war shelters which make a perfect setting for both outdoor and indoor

entertainment. Property incorporates highly intelligent, lighting, sound and security systems,

all managed via mobile phone application, is extremely energy efficient, powered by

photovoltaic solar panels, solar water heating, thermal double glazed insulated windows,

VRV Inverter Air-conditioning system and a CAT6 Wifi configuration system throughout. A

truly one-of-a-kind Heritage property!


